Despite some predictions of the total demise of next generation satellite systems, a working Ka-band regenerative satellite system has been built and it is called SPA CEWA YTM SPACEWAY provides a two-way broadband "Internet in the Sky" IP network over satellite.
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
Up until now, satellites have been analog transponders taking their uplink frequencies and shifting them to their downlink frequencies in a "bent-pipe" fashion. SPACEWAY is the next step forward in communication satellites by being the first digital on-board communications satellite. SPACEWAY takes uplink frequencies and digitally processes them on-board the satellite and switches the IP packets to their correct destination to transmit them to the correct destination downlink spot beams. SPACEWAY also provides other advanced broadband IP networking services over satellite including support for high performance guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) needed for voice and video applications and also provides on-board Bandwidth-On-Demand (BoD) needed for IP traffic that is often highly volatile. The future of satellite communications is embodied in SPACEWAY's capabilities with its magnitude increase beyond the capabilities of current bent-pipe satellites.
SPACEWAYTM is a trademark of Hughes Network Systems, LLC. BROADBAND INTERNET OVER SATELLITE Current satellite system architectures that transport IPbased protocols generally use analog transponder satellites. A major advancement in satellite technology includes having digital processing on the satellite itself. This satellite on-board processing takes the data packets it receives on the uplink and routes or switches it to particular downlink locations. It also demodulates the uplink digital signal, digitally switches it, and then remodulates it to form the downlink signal ([1, 2, 4, 10] ). In the SPACEWAY next generation satellite system, the downlink beam locations generally consist of narrow beams (0.5 degrees) in order to provide dramatic increases in system capacity due to frequency reuse among the downlink spotbeams. On the uplink, focused areas from the ground called uplink beams dramatically increase system capacity due to frequency reuse among the narrow uplink spotbeams. The uplink beam layout and frequency reuse of the SPACEWAY system over North America is shown in Figure 1 . The use of on-board satellite processors provides separation of the uplink from downlink by re-generating the digital signal. This can save about 3 dB in the link budget's very important signal strength [9] . Satellite demodulators on the uplink are assigned to particular uplink spotbeams to listen to assigned uplink frequencies called uplink sub-bands. The satellite's uplink antennas and demodulators are able to separate and differentiate signals from satellite terminals transmitting from these narrow uplink spot beams all the way from geosynchronous orbit.
Since the satellite is able to differentiate these signals from these different uplink beams, the satellite frequency plan is able to reuse the same frequency in different uplinks gaining a major increase in frequency efficiency. Next generation systems that have been designed such as SPACEWAY [4, 9] , EuroSkyWay [1] , and Astrolink [10] and future generation systems such as TSAT [5, 6] satellite terminals already deployed, the system would need to be changed to support these legacy air-interface data and control protocols. In order to support very high data rates required by DoD UAV surveillance platforms, the system would need to be changed to support their required data rates and protocols. Multi-Level Precedence and Preemption (MLPP): In order to support precedence and pre-emption associated with military chain of command structures and crisis situations, the system would need to be changed to support MLPP precedence levels in its CAC signaling and admission control. Inter-Satellite Links (ISL): In order to support highly survivable satellite communications and high data rate CONUS access, the system would need to be changed to support inter-satellite links. This would also require adding the Spanning Tree protocol between the satellites to avoid link layer switching loops. Survivability: The ground-based resource servers would need to be geographically distributed with multiple servers in each satellite's footprint to provide better DoD-level survivability. CONCLUSION The SPACEWAY system as-built supports many of the networking needs of DoD end-users with its QoS features, multicast features, networking features, routing features, etc. So SPACEWAY can be used to meet the gap in current DoD satellite capacity needs [3, 7] since it already meets the bulk of DoD satellite current networking requirements. With the additional support for DoD-grade features such as COTM, IA, survivability, ISLs, MLPP, support for DoD severely link disadvantaged terminals, etc. the commercial packet switching SPACEWAY system can be leveraged to meet most future DoD satellite networking needs and requirements in a short low risk timeframe.
